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“Outside Centralia, the world is amorphous, only Perth 

and Copenhagen are real, even if the details of their 

existence are sketchy and, mostly, entirely absent.”

– Duke as channelled by Lucida Intervalla
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Lucida Replies to The Questions: When Did 
You First Become Interested in Art? And When 
Did You Become an Artist?

Dear Philomena,

Earlier than you might think, and later than 
you might think. I was ten. I had met all the 
requirements for art and craft in my early 
primary school years, and done adequately, 
but it hadn’t really mattered to me. I thought 
of art as pictures, and pictures were about 
stories. It has been said that I have never really 
been an artist, and that I am little more than 
a documenter of other people’s art. It’s true I 
was never formally trained, but I might claim 
a second-to-none knowledge of the history of 
art. But when I was ten, instead of handing in 
my picture of a horse, I handed in a description 
of an imagined picture of a horse. And when 
that effort was chastised, I took a sheet of paper 
and soaked it with my school milk and told 
teacher it was a picture of a ghost. For that, 
I was given lunch-time detention and had to 
write a hundred times over in chalk on the 
blackboard: Spilling my milk on paper is not 
art. By the time I had finished the requirements 
of my punishment, I considered myself a true 
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and committed artist. It has been my passion 
ever since.

Best wishes, 

Lucida Intervalla, Centralia
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Background

Søren Kierkegaard was born on the fifth of May, 1812, 
in Copenhagen under the sign of the butterfly. Infinite 
qualitative difference loomed large over the crib, and the 
smiling face of God flexed its antennae and declared itself 
only to be rebuffed by the baby with what we might now 
translate as, ‘I know you are but a mobile, a piece of paper 
and cloth operating as a mind-opener, a visual amusement, 
even a distraction  … you are not God but through you I 
might reach God, so there’s nothing but passion in this. But I 
will hold back and say more later.’ Immediately it was asked, 
making no connection with this event, who is the subject in 
this? But no slight was intended.

Confidence is a dodgy commodity. Petrarch imagined 
this to Laura on a cold morning when the bug wouldn’t bite. 
It was the time to close the door on Latin once and for all. 
Little did he know that in 2020 it would come back with 
a vengeance, being enforced as the lingua franca of THE 
NEW WEST. And this is why I offer my declensions on a 
platter and leave myself open to the judgement of you, my 
readers. Houses. Chairs. Planes. Cars. And the memory of 
icebergs, mere slivers in polar waters. In a nutshell, I am in 
form: thanks!
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Lucida Preliminaries Revamp

Kierkegaard wrote his dissertation on irony. He wrote irony 
like law. In the modified distance between light on and 
light off, or absence of light altogether, we have this. And 
this. Test the waters. The stone echoes we cross by. Thus 
spake Lucida.

She continued: It was entitled, The Concept of Irony, with 
Continual Reference to Socrates. I have a copy of an English 
translation1 of that work here now for The Boys to rework 
into digestible fragments for posting four times a day over 
the coming year. It makes for pretty Instagram pics.

In the intro to Kierkegaard’s journal, the editor notes 
that it was written with ‘some pathos’. Lucida has no choice 
but to upload it into her evolving character. It was, after all, 
pre-ordained. In its actuality was the true biography of the 
great artiste, Duke. And through Duke, the becoming of 
Lucida, who could only be far greater than what had come 
before. We read:

And you, too, my lucida intervalla [bright intervals], 

I must bid farewell, and you, my thoughts, 

imprisoned in my head, I can no longer let you 

go strolling in the cool of the evening, but do not 

1 Kierkegaard, S., & Capel, L. The Concept of Irony: With Constant Reference 
to Socrates, (Collins: London, 1966). Also source of related quotes that follow.
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be discouraged, learn to know one another better, 

associate with one another, and I will no doubt 

be able to slip off occasionally and peek in on 

you – Au revoir!

S.K. (The Duke)

formerly Dr Exstatricus

And so, in looking back over a life of protest by default, 
Lucida found her true beginning. She said, Whenever I 
paste a piece of text from the web into a Word document it 
defaults into Lucida Bright. Into bright bright. It’s a sign. 

And in editing the sayings and anecdotes of Duke for 
public consumption, Lucida and The Boys bore the reality 
of Lucida following and erasing Duke’s claim on presence. So 
when you read Duke, you read even more Lucida. We all 
interpolate, Lucida told The Boys, and Duke was, in a sense, 
always becoming me, too.
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Utterances of Duke as Conserved and Presented 
by Lucida

It is impossible to write a biography of the philosopher, 
the artist, or the artist’s doppelgänger. What they are is 
unrecordable. It is not possible to describe a desert. In the 
end, we have to resort to the picturesque. The explorer’s 
notebook, the artist’s sketchbook, are, in the end, propaganda.

And as I only have a few days to type this out before 
retreating back to the desert, or into a forest that has become 
desert, back to proverbial would, I hope for bright interval, 
bright bright interval to get down. Contraindication? 

A hypocrisy in light of damnation’s follow-on. Probably. 
No, yes, entirely. I make no excuse. I request this record, 
if it is printed, be done on recycled paper. That, handed 
round in person, from protest to protester, it finds its way out 
into world outside usual structures of book-making, selling. 
Anyways, p(r)op-ups aside, what follows is honest accounting 
as far as I can recognise from life as protest against the mores 
of artworks. The grass has grown under my feet, on my back, 
and between my teeth. I have been fecund – a petri dish for 
creativity. 

At times, I admit, I have been what the press malignly 
calls a professional protester, but as I earn no money [from 
it] and usually make do, earn my keep from the general pool, 
sup of the pool of food and shelter, or, moving between 
protests, take seasonal work, labouring with the fewest 
possible ironies. I reject epithet. 
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These ‘confessions of …  ’ are a record independent of 
drives and agendas of media, of serial protest across a period 
of twenty years – I am almost the link they have in common, 
outside a general political causation. But this is not my story 
and these are not my voices. This fait accompli. I won’t explain 
more, just come for a wander through the/se life-story(ies) 
and see for yourself – first memory is of CLOUDS, of a page, 
a canvas, a clearing made with a bulldozer. Sublime. The 
cross as a plough, a plough’s tine, a harrow. This is not really 
surprising as my mother uttered unto me from time she was 
pregnant with me, from the time she began staring at the 
she-clouds, from the time when I-she-conceived near the 
city steeples, or off the coast of my native Denmark, looking 
out into the deep Viking seas all lusty and pious.

My darling, my little darling, she would say, I watched 
horses become trees and trees become grandma and you and 
Papa loved me in the closet. And thus on heels I knitted a 
formula – little diagrams making narratives and beckoning 
towards clothes donation bins: he will stick his fist into 
a cop’s face when the latter shone [shines] a torch down, 
peeking in. Part One dissertation I say, ‘  … and it is therefore 
with profound irony that Aristophanes, in the scene where 
Strepsiades is supposed to be initiated into this wisdom, has 
Socrates invoke the clouds, the aeriform reflection of his 
own hollow interior.’ That is I He-speaking, me, in my She 
portion, but I hand it over to you now, Duke  – go forth 
and make artworks in the womb of the world and liberate 
me from your father. He speaks I for all of us. This little 
gathering, cluster of characters, artistes. We who tell you 
how the world is and will no longer be. Now says something 
to me about me and the state of my she-origins.
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It also says that my lightly religious mother-to-be, who was 
outwardly happy to be made love to by her hosier-employer 
husband-to-be – that false grandfather of existentialism – must 
have in actual fact regretted consent and worshipping my 
cloudy consecration somewhat dissembled as moi (the foetus-
to-be) continues, ‘Clouds superbly characterise the utterly 
flabby thought process, continually fluctuating, devoid of 
footing and devoid of immanental laws of motion … ’ Fiercely 
overlooking her growing brood, Mother prepared us for future 
background checks, ensured we could quote appropriate texts, 
and vote to keep the borders secure. Delve deep, she’d say. As 
the shepherd (Father), delved deep on the grasslands as sheep ate 
the feet of God, and the horror of large, open spaces in such a 
small country impels a need to pass down via the DNA route a 
longing for said large open spaces. Embrace the contradictions, 
Duke-to-be. From small flocks of sheep to sheep stations 
Down Under! Follow the Southern Cross, my son.

In case you fear I am going to render my entire ironic 
life ironic, and, consequently, the causes I invoke as, by 
extension, laughable, I want to end that now-tone, as it never 
fixed things in my experience, and smiling compatriots on 
barricades can change a tone as quickly as acquiring it. 

We all know a student joins company they protested 
against when it was what was expected of them. We’ve 
all been betrayed by the fellow who has an epiphany and 
warns the ‘authority’ for our own good. Seriously, my mother 
invoked mea culpa clouds around me all her life as my Mother, 
as I was child to her in her mothering. By the time I went 
on to learn the ways of me she was dead and buried and my 
father was trying to spark my inanimate body into a life of 
enterprise and profit.
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But what do I know of that knowing of she? Nothing. I 
know forces of lightness are gathering like bleached horizon, 
that I dined with members of the British Nuclear forces, that 
bad reviews ‘dismantling me’ are coming. I dined early on 
out at Emu Plains and I dined on mushrooms and gravy and I 
witnessed the art of the clean-up and I came again to behold 
the legacy. I was forward-looking, sure, but more than that 
I shared their epiphany at the power of me in the face of the 
power of the Absolute. Time is neither here nor there.

Some others have got together and arranged assaults on 
my knowing and the despair I feel at the willingness to 
go the whole hog knows no bounds. They’ve recruited the 
young. They’ve recruited the novelists and songsters, they’ve 
recruited the well-schooled painters. They and I are below 
par. Have to admit. This scape I landsat. This gag I brace my 
arm against. 

Don’t think I don’t remember. Who accounts for the 
hundred percent, who accounts for the brain blanks, lack 
of primogeniture. True, I she-filmed my own walk in her 
lost woods and came up pug-ugly and empty-handed out 
of Jutland. I mean, the Old Man retired at forty and with 
all that time on his hands had nothing better to do than 
pontificate. Myth-making paraphernalia, gate-keepers of the 
script, of the fonts of the future. 

Knowing Lucida long before she appeared on the event 
horizon, long before she even was – it was foretold, her rising. 
Her wagon wheeling across the headlands, across the steppes, 
across deserts, treading down forests, dispersing the sheep. 
And her first True Love, Ben, would also be her true friend, 
and her slight of him is the extra wheel around which this 
tragedy turns.
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Hello, Ben, I said, on her behalf. Knowing her becoming. 
Hello, be my friend old Ben-friend of my she-mum who is 
younger than me, who will be ETERNALLY young. My 
espalier to my vine. Ben said: don’t get romantic on me, she 
counts little for you, she is mine though I know otherwise 
(the gall of it, laughed Lucida, letting it ride, wanting all for 
the record of truth). I rid(e) with Joo-an. I ride the metrics 
like a hayride. 

My friends gather and make life so much harder. No 
names stick, and that makes it difficult. Awkward. But over 
a lifetime friends come & go, don’t they? We hush Stelazine 
behind our backs. I inside my I-head, my character head, 
when I say what I see: fences brought down by storm trees, 
foxes feather at tails from mange, and roo shooters blooding 
genital ways. It’s true, I tell you writing me. True as Indonesia 

= ash at the bottom of their craters. As if history is my fixation 
on smegma. Okay, hear me loud in cloud. Duke Kierkegaard, 
with home I dabbled and titillated roses, which laws Iggy’s 
veins rise by, and track paramount audience feature. I was 
there, on bored, on the rise of televisual moment. 

And so the Dr cut my foreskin and made culture of my 
body. This is a body moment in my book, a taking-stock of 
skin’s distensions and folds, lack of tip. I rit my tip off, I offed 
the bunny tail and asbestos – raw, blue – sat on my bedhead. 
A childgrow in asbestos brackets, a box to breathe by and 
capture weathers: those whethers and wethers in farm glow, a 
Christmas table I sat apart from, cracking crackers. And so I 
grew into being an agnostic Australian of rural extraction, 
when in fact I owed my heritage to the Lutheran and kicking 
against the pricks, ended up shipping out on a four-masted 
schooner. Family Bible inscribed to belong to me but not 
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mothers’. Gentry oscillation of family rejoinders. I sat on the 
tractor and ploughed Home, boy, home. 

So, I’ll tell you, I see: clay dirt clagging the discs, a 
runnel of super and pickled grain, an early emergent weed 
knockdown, feed potential as exponential as the John Deere. 
I DON’T HEAR TOO WELL WITH THE EAR-PLUGS 
JAMMED IN SO TIGHT THOUGH ALL VIBRATIONS 
COLLECT FOR LATER ANALYSIS STRICTLY IN A 
STRICT SENSE I HEAR WELL AFTER THE SOUND 
HAS PARSED STRICTLY SPEAKING I HEAR YOU 
THROUGH YOUR HEARING ME YOU SEE I 
PLAYED GUITAR IN FRONT OF THE TV AND 
THAT WAS MY COMPANY; what plea is had outside 
grand hotel grand station grand plan I unfold to detriment 
neighbours and indeed myself as I tell tales on myself to spite 
myself as lyrical as all get up in the strips of bark shed because 
it’s time of year because trees will shed before growing rough 
fireproof bark back because they survive need of seething 
climate seething responsibility to grow up and out and make 
a mess of skyline we build with furrows and windrows – I 
plant and grow and cut and plant and grow and cut; so what 
irony is crime per se is crime bona fide as the quid pro quo 
of my narrowness to fill silos and collect the wheat cheque. 

I will move on, telling minstrel-like of Duke 

Kierkegaard’s telling of myself as denial is sacred chow is 
gargoyles and gorgons rising up out of the sea bed reinvested 
carbon dioxide beneath the Barrow Island Arc beneath fox-
free cat-free marsupial wonderland so think about that, those 
splinters and hanks of true cross and where I was in the holy 
lands reading Clarel alone with the secrets of text as projects 
(the) close to my heart as cedars of Lebanon, great karris 
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of the Porongurups just near Devil’s Slide at 670 metres; 
and this summit, so open about me, upon which I write 
honestly, you who write and read only in rooms, on subways 
in libraries in cities, under a shady tree: no such, no such, 
no such!

And thus spake Lucida,2 speaking Duke’s words and 
writing his writing, and letting her flow flow freely and he, 
being he, took up the mantra and rolled with her. Gloriously 
their social conditioning wed and blossomed and made a 
mountain of molehills, and echidnas turned them over for 
termites. Lucida, standing on Mount Victoria looking out 
onto the neighbouring mountain where Duke had once 
squatted (the concrete house that perches there, defying the 
odds and weight of antennae), said we sign so many treaties, 
and we rescue what we can from the Opium Wars, and 
the grain traders of Australia drink a toast to weapons and 
wheat and the cultural slippage of the me in the world, of 
the us and them and the you in freewill. Lucida loved Duke, 
and always would, but her brief time with him weighed 
heavily and a price had to be paid. And the price, always, is 
fame. And this, she would say with her last breath, is all of 
my moments crammed into this, right now, and I’ve almost 
enough breath left for Duke too, that old rogue.

2 A trick, a ploy – it’s her modus operandi, be forewarned … She’s sucking 
you in, playing voices like dress-up with paper dolls she didn’t have and 
would have burnt if she had.
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Pisstake

Seriously, do you think I value myself beyond the arc of the 
diver. It’s so sincere, observing and capturing – this art-making. 
Caught in your parody, I manifesto my way to liberty. 
Contemplate the flight, the shift away. A death, and you only 
twenty-one. A severance pay. Glib as the sincerity of the 
critic stumped, floored and flabbergasted (me). A slow but 
steady rain that washes away the topsoil nonetheless. Seriously, 
where do you expect me to look, déshabillé, stockings on my 
hairy legs ransacked and gloating. Those golden knickers. 
That pink floppy hat. You leave yourself open, you do, open 
to a good bashing. Not a sound thrashing – that dilutes the 
crime (how perverse is that?!). I mean, what’s left of the 
Brandenburg Concertos once you take out the false notes of 
the violin: the soothing in the face of violence, Bale’s taking 
up the sword for the New Jerusalem. It’s all violence really, 
and thus the cult of death. Though there, mostly, maybe, it’s 
the end of violence being worshipped. The means to an end. 
See, the sincerity shines through the pisstake, the truth in the 
absurdity. It stumps them all. She was his (the grandfather 
of existentialism!) second wife, back in Copenhagen where 
he’d gone to live with Uncle after the sheep had bolted. But 
I am crossing life stories. But then again, how are they to be 
separated? You can’t protest bits of us being in all of us as 
we’re parts of the same. Surely?
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What Makes You So Special, Lucida?

During recess and lunch, Lucida always sits on her own. She 
doesn’t participate in group activities if she can avoid them. 
She is sullen and occasionally rude. She is extremely intelligent 
but underachieves.

Lucida liked that part of her Year 8 final report and cut 
it out and stuck it above her bed. It is better than a prayer, 
she said.

Year 9 became in the same way. Different teacher same 
old same old. Lucida, you should mix more. Lucida, don’t 
you have any friends? Lucida, you have a morbid fascination 
for dissection – it’s just science, nothing more nothing less. It 
could be so much more, insists Lucida.

And the days grind on and she smokes in front of the 
change rooms, and not behind. There are other ‘different’ 
girls behind the change rooms. She is suspended. She 
returns. The teacher says, Make an effort to be liked, Lucida! 
You make life hard on yourself. Lucida says, Life is not a 
popularity contest. I am no bimbo on Miss World. That’s 
very precocious of you, Lucida. How so? You shouldn’t talk 
like that, young miss. Why not? And what makes you think 
you’re so special, Lucida? I won’t be making any exceptions 
for you – if I did, it would be letting you down. You want to 
turn into a nice person, Lucida, and it’s my responsibility to 
help you on your way, and I take that responsibility seriously. 
Seriously? asked Lucida.
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In social studies students were asked to describe their 
ethnicity and cultural heritage. Why bother? asked Lucida, 
Take a look around you  – all good Anglo-Celtic stock 
and one girl from Goa. I’ve just done the survey for you. 
That’s rude to highlight one student, Lucida. That’s what 
you’re doing. No, Lucida, we’re celebrating difference. 
Difference? Here, in this school with its thousands of dollars’ 
fees and vetted intake and old white families of Perth 
foundations? Who are you kidding. Lucida added that she 
herself had no ethnicity and no culture and no school. She 
was suspended a second time. They allowed her back when 
she (erroneously) claimed she was born in Jutland, a suburb 
of Bunbury.

Lucida was expelled when she painted a self-portrait in 
menstrual blood. She was sent to a ‘child’ psychiatrist but 
only attended one session. He told her guardians that he 
couldn’t help her. She was in total control.

*

Lucida wanted to play the guitar but didn’t want to waste 
time learning. She strummed a few chords and decided she 
would talk to guitarists about what they did and then retell it 
in her own words.

*

On the cover of Guitar World, Keith Richards was leaning 
against Duke with his arm hooked up over his shoulder. 
Duke is my main man, Keith was quoted as saying. Inside, 
an interview by Duke with Keith Richards that talked 
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about ‘off-beat’ things (favourite colour, least liked food, best 
teacher, worst teacher). Lucida had an epiphany.

*

As a very small girl, Lucida had eaten a roll of blue streamer 
crepe. It had dyed her mouth blue, and made her vomit blue 
tapeworms. She didn’t tell anyone but snuck past the long 
wooden plant holder that divided the front door of the house 
off from the loungeroom, then down the corridor where 
she turned left and on into the master bedroom. She closed 
the door and looked in the mirror, which stretched the full 
length of the door and made her longer than she was. Blue 
vomit and partially dissolved crepe covered her mouth and 
white pinafore. She was a sight, as adults would say. Surely. 
She laughed and it was a hideous laugh, but she was neither 
possessed nor evil so we can’t really say that, can we. But 
we can say, by any normal standards of aesthetics, that the 
expulsion of the crepe had not made her pretty, prettier, or 
even as pretty (or not) as she’d been before. Lucida smeared 
some of the bile-blue goop on the mirror, and painted 
around the outline of her reflection. Above her illustration, 
in a tilted gloriole, she formed her name which was the first 
word she ever wrote, this being her first occasion of writing. 
She wrote it perfectly, in more or less Gothic lettering. Blue 
Gothic. She loved the effect. She extended the halo so it 
became a mandorla and she stepped into the mirror and 
became her desecrated reflection. She liked it a lot better 
than Sunday School which she was too young to attend, 
really, but was made to attend and colour in the pictures 
of Jesus with the disciples and there was a boat and a lake 
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and she kept going outside the lines and the teacher would 
say, Stay inside the lines, Lucida. Our Lord wasn’t spiky like 
that. Lucida instinctively knew the word ‘radiant’ though 
she didn’t use it because she knew it would serve her ill. And 
stepping back out of her reflection she pulled off her pinafore 
and rubbed at the mirror to remove the evidence of where 
she had been and how she had got there. The smears blurred 
her out of the picture and she couldn’t think of any way the 
adults would know she’d been there. I am no longer in the 
mirror, she thought. She took her pinny to the sandpit and 
buried it. And then she heard her name being called from the 
studio at the back of the garden where the adults had been 
working, absorbed in their own creativity. She bolted inside 
and to the bathroom and washed and tried to find a clean 
pinny before dark shadows loomed through the house and 
punished her for nothing, nothing at all. 

*

There was a friend. It was a girl. She was six and Lucida 
was six. There was Ben, later, of course. But before Ben 
there was another friend. That friend only stayed a friend 
for a week. It was a holiday in a caravan park friendship. 
Somewhere near the sea, but a bit back. You had to walk to 
the sea where you couldn’t swim because of clots of seaweed, 
and cobblers, and stingers and sharks. The weed stank to 
high heaven. Phew! 

The friend’s name was Rhea. They both had buckets and 
spades and dug in the small patches of damp sand that weren’t 
covered in weed. They carved cuttlefish with driftwood. 
They laughed themselves silly. They played tricks on people 
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in the toilets. They threw stones and sometimes shells if they 
could find them. They’d cart them back to the park in their 
buckets and hurl them onto the roofs of caravans.

Lucida’s caravan was very large and grand and Rhea’s 
was small and sad. There was a great storm that came up out 
of nowhere and Rhea’s caravan was blown over and Rhea 
went away in the old car that had towed the caravan but the 
caravan was left broken on its side and all Rhea’s life was 
spilled out and scattered by the storm and trodden down into 
the mud. Lucida wrote many words on the broken caravan 
walls  – scratched with shell or stone into the paint. She 
wrote SHIT and LOVE and HATE and FOREVER and 
lovehearts. No one told her off, which surprised her.


